ABSTRACT The authority of journals is usually a key indicator in guiding people to choose important journals, and the journal ranking is a common way to distinguish the journals' authority. The common ranking methods or models are based on citation data, such as the impact factor (IF), the PageRank algorithm, and the hyperlink-induced topic search algorithm. In this paper, we present a new model, named the reputation analysis of citation behavior (RACB) model, which not only considers the number of citations but also considers the reputation of inter-citation behavior. First, the model fits the function relation of the citation desire index (CDI) based on the citation data of the most reputable journal (named the top journal in the remainder of this paper). Then, the CDI values of the target journals are calculated by using the function relation of the top journal. An improved gray correlation analysis is used to describe the deviation between the CDI and the actual citation rate, named the random citation rate, indicating the inter-citation reputation value of the target journals. Finally, a case study showed that the ranking result of the RACB model has a high similarity with the IF values of 2017, which indicates that the ranking results of the RACB model that considered journal reputation evaluations are more reasonable than those of the traditional PageRank algorithm. This paper proposes a new method of journal ranking from the perspective of reputation evaluation, which can rank the journals more reasonably. It encourages researchers to cite articles more fairly in order to avoid a situation in which the low reputation of the citation behavior affects the quality of the journal that published the article.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, knowledge development has intensified academic competition. Journals attract the attention of research institutions or scholars by enhancing the journals' authority. On the other hand, scholars also need to know the authoritative value of related journals in specific fields to understand the frontiers in related fields. In general, more authoritative journals are more likely to publish high-quality articles. Therefore, both institutions and individuals are very concerned about the results of journal rankings.
Until now, there have been many indicators and methods of measuring journal authority. As an index that can be used to measure the average citations of articles, the impact fac-
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tor (IF) is gradually used by scholars in the field of journal ranking [1] . Journal Citation Reports (JCR) calculates and reports on the IF value of journals indexed by Science Citation Index (SCI) or Social Science Citation Index (SSCI). In 2007, Thomson Reuters (now Clarivate Analytics) added a new indicator to JCR, named the five-year IF, which was calculated on the basis of five years citation data of journals. Hirsch [2] put forward the h-index to measure the academic achievements of journals or authors. The h means that the journal or author has published h articles that were cited at least h times. Some studies have shown that the h-index has a great relationship with the area in which it is located.
In addition to these indicators based on citation data, some scholars applied the PageRank algorithm [3] and the Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm [4] to journal rankings. The PageRank algorithm considers not only the number of journals cited but also the influence of the cited journals. The Scimago Journals Rank (SJR), another important indicator, is calculated by the PageRank algorithm. Compared with the PageRank algorithm, the HITS algorithm considers both the influence of the citing journals and the cited journals.
Although there are many indicators and methods to measure the influence of journals, highly influential journals do not necessarily have a good reputation. Some scholars have studied the reputation of journals. Bergstrom [5] considered that people should evaluate the suitability of the citation data when using it, and make good use of the citation data as much as possible. Ioannidis [6] proposed that inappropriate self-citation eventually affects the accuracy of the measurement, and explored the measures to alleviate in the adverse effects of self-citation. In addition, the reputation of journals can be obtained by peer review, but peer review is mainly based on the subjective judgment of the reviewer and lacks specific data support.
With regard to reputation evaluation, there are relatively mature evaluation methods in the field of e-commerce. Yan et al. [7] proposed some behaviors that produce untrue data named a ''collusion collusive,'' which means that some online users perform a series of behaviors that go against their wishes, and are even illegal, for their benefit. For example, in some rating activities, the conspirators ignore the facts, give positive comments to their cooperators, but give negative comments to their competitors. If the initial data is untrue, then the credibility of the results is clearly questionable. When identifying the ''collusion collusive'' phenomenon in the field of e-commerce, it will reduce the reputation of the online users. If a similar ''collusion collusive'' phenomenon appears in a journal citation, we can learn from it to reduce the credibility of the corresponding journals. The key question is how to calculate the reputation values of journals. Wang et al. [8] proposed a high-reliability multifaceted reputation evaluation mechanism to solve an incomplete feedback and complicated rating and even identify malicious collusive raters. Many institutions and scholars have studied the reputation evaluation of self-citation behavior, but there are few studies on the reputation of journals' inter-citation behavior.
This study aims to explore the reputation of journals from the perspective of inter-citation behaviors, which makes up for the lack of specific data support in peer reviews, and complements the journal's self-citation reputation. We proposed a new model, named the reputation analysis of citation behavior (RACB) model, to evaluate the inter-citation behavior of journals. The journal reputation can be reflected from the difference between its citation desire index (CDI) and its actual citation rate (ACR). Reputable journals have good motivation for citing articles to ensure the quality of the citation behavior. We consider the reputation evaluation of inter-citation behavior as a new enhancement to the traditional ranking method, and analyze the rationality of the reputation evaluation of inter-citation behavior by comparing the experimental results of various ranking methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the analytical results by some scholars about journal rankings, citation analysis, and reputation evaluation. Section 3 describes the proposed journal ranking model based on citation reputation. Section 4 discusses the experimental process and an analysis of the experimental results. Section 5 is the conclusion of the article.
II. RELATED WORK
To avoid the disadvantages of inefficiency and subjectivity in judging the quality of articles, Gross and Gross [9] proposed that a librarian select appropriate journals based on citation data. Cartter and Sawyer [10] mentioned earlier methods of evaluating rankings, but these methods are not mature enough.
A. TWO MAIN METRICS
Kademani and Kalyane [11] studied the publication productivity of an individual scientist by using the IF index. Scholars have reordered the journal rankings in various fields and subjects according to IF. Garfield [12] studied some aspects of IF, including how to calculate the IF, the sources of IF, how IF affects the ranking of journals, and the ways to improve IF. However, Seglen [13] argued that IF is not necessarily a good indicator of journal rankings because it does not represent the citation relation well. For example, there are 40 or 50 references in some articles, and some have only 10, therefore the quality of the references is different.
Maslov and Redner [14] proposed the IF based only on the citation analysis had intrinsic limitations: they gave the same weight to all references, and did not consider the quality of the citation. With the introduction of the PageRank and HITS algorithms, scholars made some improvements using these methods. For example, Ding et al. [15] proposed a weighted PageRank algorithm and compared the influence of different damping factors on author rankings. Yan and Ding [16] considered a combination of citation and network topology based on a weighted PageRank algorithm, and compared it with other indexes such as the h-index. The results showed that the weighted algorithm has higher stability under different damping factors by comparing with other traditional methods. Su et al. [17] used PrestigeRank algorithm to study the missing data of PageRank, and they ranked journals in the physics field by using the PrestigeRank algorithm and PageRank algorithm. They found that the PrestigeRank algorithm had better robustness according to the results. Zheng et al. [18] proposed fuzzy clustering for webpages based on the traditional PageRank algorithm, and the proposed new algorithm not only decreased the time but also improved the accuracy of the search.
In December 2016, Elsevier B.V. proposed a practical indicator, CiteScore (CS; https://journalmetrics.scopus.com/), which is similar to IF. As the two main indicators to measure the journals' impact, the IF and CS have similar computational rules and coverage, but there are also obvious differences between them [19] . IF is calculated based on two-year VOLUME 7, 2019 citation data, while CS is calculated based on three-year data. In addition, the number of journals, document types and access to computing the citation data between them are also different.
B. OTHER METRICS
Currently, there are more and more indexes and algorithms for evaluating journals, based on the spirit of rigorous and responsible attitude. People should consider these indicators as a whole. Yu et al. [20] divided journal evaluation indicators into three categories: journal impact, timeliness, and journal features. They established a structural equation about the three indexes. Moed [21] introduced the concept of index comparative reports and analyzed the similarities and differences of the indicators so that scholars could use these evaluation indicators more accurately. Cheang et al. [22] proposed two multidimensional journal evaluation methods based on the citation.
Among various methods for evaluating journals, meta ordering is popular because of its large number of information sources. Vana et al. [23] described a method for creating meta-rankings by using heterogeneous journal ranking. The greatest advantage of meta-ranking is its ability to find journals with similar quality. When researchers conduct interdisciplinary scientific research (IDR), we need an index that is comprehensive and complex. Wagner et al. [24] argued that the entropy were the appropriate indicator and provided some insights of measuring IDR. Maity and Hatua [25] proposed a journal quality point model, which contains the physical presentation, reference research, and citation analysis of the three methods for journal evaluation. Yu et al. [26] proposed a multiple-link, mutually reinforced journal-ranking (MLM-RJR) model. This model contained intra-networks and internetworks, and combined the PageRank algorithm and HITS algorithm to determine the results of a ranking. In addition, Song et al. [27] focused on the relationship between time-varying and journal rankings, and established a journaltime-topic model to study the trends of journal ranking over time. Later scholars were afraid whether the authority value of the journal was unfair based only on the citation data. Jiang et al. [28] put forward the question of whether citation analysis is a legitimate evaluation tool, because there are many negative references cited and excessively abnormal self-citations. Each year, Thomson Reuters presented some indexes about citation data, including the self-citation rate and coupling-citation rate. As a result, the journals that had high self-citation or high coupling citations were suppressed or even eliminated.
Garfield [29] proposed a journal ranking method named MutualRank, which ranks researchers, articles, and venues by considering the network relationships among researchers, articles, and venues. Social web metrics, also called ''altmetrics'', were proposed by Priem et al. [30] . It can quickly gain the influence of articles by analyzing the comments and bookmarks of related articles on the Internet. The altmetric score is based on network data, which can identify highly-cited articles more accurately than general journal ranking methods [31] . However, with the passage of time, the network data will become more and more ineffective, and the measurement accuracy of MutualRank or altmetric will decrease.
Peer review is another way to evaluate journals. Peer colleagues evaluate the quality of each other's papers, or the quality of the journals. Peers usually hold universal values and norms, which are the basis for them to evaluate their peers [32] . When these norms and values are applied fairly, peer review is understood to be fair [33] . Peer review has always been the principal means for most scientific disciplines to control research quality, but it has been criticized and questioned because peer review lacks unified quantitative standards and relies more on the subjective ideas of the judges. Helmer et al. [34] studied gender bias in peer reviewing and found that stronger female participation would increase the quality of scientific research output.
C. THE PROPOSED MODEL
The RACB model proposed in this study is a method combining the traditional ranking method and the journal's inter-citation reputation. On the one hand, the traditional ranking method only considering the citation counts has limitation in representing reputation information [35] , because they lack the credibility analysis of citation behavior. On the other hand, the traditional peer reviews are largely dependent on the subjective consciousness of the reviewers. The proposed RACB model not only combines the reputation evaluation of citation behavior, but also uses quantitative data analysis to produce the more objective evaluation results.
The RACB model proposes a reputation evaluation system for a journal's inter-citation behavior. The main idea of this model is that there are two directed CDIs between any two journals, and the CDI is a reasonable citation rate, in theory. The greater the difference between the ACR and CDI of a journal, the lower the reputation value obtained by using the RACB model. The specific details are discussed in the Methods section.
III. METHOD
The RACB model is mainly based on the study of journals' inter-citation behavior to evaluate the reputation of journals. We establish some criteria for journal citation behavior based on the literature analysis, and calculate the reputation value of journals according to these criteria. The final credit value is normalized from 0 to 1, and the closer the reputation value of the journal is to 1, the more consistent the journals are with the citation criteria. Then credit value is used as an important factor in the journal-ranking formula.
The RACB model studies the reliability of journal' intercitation behavior based on the statistical data of JCR. Oh et al. [36] extracted and analyzed 22 motives and 21 factors of citation behavior through the statistical analysis of bibliographic information, then based on the data of the questionnaire, they found that the most important citing motivation is supporting, and the journal reputation is considered to be the most influential factor. Sendhilkumar et al. [37] proposed a new method for calculating the quality score of the articles, whose most important step is to use the cosine similarity to calculate the content correlation between the source article and the cited article. The content relevance between the articles is the primary criterion when references are cited. In addition, scholars also consider the influence of the cited articles (famous authors or high-impact journals). In general, the main motivation of article citation is the content relevance between the articles and the influence of the cited article. The main citation motivation among the journals is similar to that among the articles, that is, the journals relevance and the authority of the cited journals. So, we provide some basic assumptions for the model:
(1) The reputable author cites the articles mainly by considering the relevance of the cited literature with this article and the journal influence of the cited article.
(2) When other conditions are the same, the author is always more willing to refer to articles more relevant within their own fields.
(3) When other conditions are the same, the author is always more willing to refer to articles which appear in a high-impact journal.
(4) For two articles of relevance and where the influences of the corresponding journals are similar, the authors cite them with the same probabilities.
In order to evaluate the reputation of journals, this study introduces the concept of CDI to describe the possibility of a reputable journal to refer to another journal article, CDI is an index that is determined by the journal relevance (JR) and journal authority (JA). Then, we use a random citation rate (RCR) to represent a journal's credibility of reference. Finally, we add the RCR as a new factor to the traditional journal ranking model, and compare the ranking results with those of the traditional ranking method. A flow path of the RACB model is shown in Fig. 1 .
A. CITATION DESIRE INDEX
The CDI is used to indicate what kind of reference preferences should be used. It is not mixed with any social emotional elements. Based on the basic assumptions, the value of CDI ij is computed by formula (1):
where i, j denote two journals, JR ij denotes the degree of correlation between i and j, JA j denotes the JA of journal j, and CDI ij represents the theoretical probability of journal i citing the papers in journal j. This study aims to calculate the difference between the CDI and the ACR of journals: the greater the difference, the lower the RCR and the lower reputation of the citing behavior, and vice versa. To determine the relationship and related parameters between the CDI, the JR, and the JA, a fitting study should be applied based on the citation data of a reputable journal.
This study fits the predictive function of the CDI based on the relationship between the ACR of top journal, the JR, and the JA of the cited journal (not the top journal).
1) CALCULATION PROCESS OF JR
The aim of this sub-section is to study the calculation process of JR. Salton and Buckley [38] proposed a similarity VOLUME 7, 2019 calculation between the search query Q and the article D, as shown in formula (2):
where t represents the number of terms in query Q, and w qk and w dk represent the weight of the term k in query Q and article D, respectively.
For the weight calculation of term t in article d, Zhang et al. [39] used TF-IDF [40] to calculate the weight, as shown in formula (3):
where f t,d is the number of times term t appears in article d, N is the total number of articles in the database, and df t is the number of articles containing the term t.
The method of calculating JR in this study is borrowed from the idea of formulas (2) and (3). This study directly makes the terms of the entire journal into a term corpus, and considers the importance of the word in the papers, to jointly measure the correlation between the journals. The specific steps are as follows:
(1) All articles of the journals are broken down into lots of terms with frequency indicators by computer program coding. A term frequency-journal matrix dataset m×n [a ij ] is formed, where m represents the total number of terms, n represents the total number of journals, and element a ij of the matrix indicates the frequency of the term i that appears in the journal j. Formula (4) avoids the error caused by the difference in the length of the journals:
(2) To give each term a corresponding weight by using the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), the calculation formula is as follows:
where the n is the total journals, and df i is the number of journals containing the term i. (3) When the matrix element is weighted, the column vectors j j of the matrix represent the corresponding journal j, and JR can be calculated by calculating the distance between two vectors. The formula is as follows:
Finally, we can get the JR values between the top journal and the cited journals.
2) CALCULATION PROCESS OF JA
Although the IF reflects results that are not accurate enough, and there are many other indicators to measure the authority of the journal, most scholars still use the IF as the main measure because it has been widely recognized. For example, Poria et al. [41] discussed the journal IF on tourism research, and showed the growing importance of IF to journals. This study also directly uses the current IF as the authoritative value of the journal.
3) FITTING PROCESS OF CDI FORMULA
In this study, we need to fit the functional relationship between CDI, JR, and IF based on the citation data of the top journal. Traditional data fitting such as polynomial fitting needs to know the general functional form, which is not suitable for this study. A back-propagation (BP) neural network [42] trains a neural network by using the input and output data of the system, making the BP neural network a black box that can express the unknown function, and then predicts the output target with a trained network.
However, a BP neural network has the disadvantages of slow learning speed and no significant global optimization effect. Lv et al. [43] predicted surface subsidence in backfilled coal-mining areas based on the GA-BP algorithm. This hybrid algorithm combined the global optimization characteristics of the genetic algorithm and the fast convergence characteristic of the BP algorithm, and the algorithm has been widely applied in many areas.
In this study, we fit the functional relationship between CDI, JR, and IF using the GA-BP hybrid algorithm developed by Lv et Al. [43] .
B. RANDOM CITATION RATE
The RCR is an indicator of the degree of reputation used to measure a journal's inter-citation behavior. The first part of the model obtains the predictive function relation formula of CDI, JR, and IF based on the top journal data by the GA-BP hybrid algorithm, and then uses the predictive function to calculate the CDI of these journals. Here, a central hypothesis of this study is as follows: for a fully reputable journal, it actually refers to the literature of the data distribution, which should be very close to the CDI (to allow for a small amount of error). When the difference between theoretical and actual data is too large, we have reason to believe that the author has taken into account other relevant social factors when he or she considered the paper's citation.
First, we can calculate the ACR of each journal based on the citation data over the years in target journals. Then, according to the mathematical formula of the former fitting, the theoretical CDI of each journal to other journals is obtained. The closer the ACR value of a journal to its CDI value, the higher the RCR value of the journal. In other words, the RCR represents the degree of proximity between the ACR and CDI.
From a journal's perspective, it has 10 years of ACR data and CDI data. We can use the method of gray relational analysis with CDI as the reference sequence and ACR as the comparative sequence. Their correlation degree stands for the RCR value of the journal.
The traditional gray relational analysis adopts the equal right treatment method when calculating the correlation degree by formula (7):
where γ 0i is the relativity between comparison sequence i and the reference sequence, i (k) represents the difference number sequence of the comparison sequence i and the reference sequence, n is the number of elements of a comparison sequence, and p is the resolution coefficient that weakens the influence of the correlation coefficient distortion caused by a too-large max i (k). This takes the same approach toward all factors, but ignores some factors that are in reality more important. Some scholars considered the result is not accurate or objective, and modified it as formula (8):
where w oi (k) is the weight of each factor. Here, these factors are mainly about the time of the years. Our assumptions based on the time-aware approach are as follows:
(1) The closer the time distance, the greater the influence. For example, when we calculate the 2017 RCR value of a journal, the data from 2016 has a greater impact on the results than the data from 2015.
(2) Data with equal time intervals have the same influence. For example, the influence degree of the 2015 correlation coefficient on the RCR value of 2016 is the same as the influence of the 2016 correlation coefficient on the RCR value of 2017.
For this purpose, we design a square weighting function to assign the value of weights as formula (9):
where Y k represents the years, and
Thus, the RCR value of journal i can be calculated by formula (10) :
C. JOURNAL RANKING
The traditional method of journal ranking is to construct a journal citation network G (V , C), which shows a reference relation between journals. V is a collection of vertices that represent various journals, and C is the directed edges that represent the number of citations and citations by other journals. Then, we can calculate the PageRank values of each journal by formula (11):
where PR i represents the PageRank value of journal i, PR j represents the PageRank value of journal j that cites the articles of journal i, d represents the damping factor, N represents the total number of journals that need to rank, n ji represents the number of times journal j cite journal i, and N j.out is the number of out-links of journal j. Based on the PageRank algorithm, the RACB model considers the evaluation of journal citation behavior. The RACB model is expressed as formula (12):
where RCR i is the RCR value of journal i. The proposed RACB model is more complicated and requires more computational cost than the traditional journal ranking methods. However, in practical application of the proposed model, the model complexity and computational cost is worth the gain, because of following facts: (1) The RACB model ranks journals from the perspective of reputation evaluation of journals' inter-citation behavior, and the ranking results of RACB model are more reasonable than the traditional ranking methods for the same year data, as will be verified in the subsequent case study. (2) At present, the costs of computer hardware resources have been reduced to some extents, and with the development of cloud computing, the cost of time and effort in the required computation will be reduced exponentially.
IV. CASE STUDY A. DATASET
In this section, we rank journals whose papers are related to ethics as a case study. This case is focused on the study of ethics-related journals. The ethics theme includes medical ethics and business ethics. The keywords of the subdomains contain the term ''ethics,'' so the retrieval method is executed by typing ''ethics''.
Some scholars choose specific journals in a field to experiment on and demonstrate their methods. For example, Biljecki [44] analyzed 12,436 papers of 20 GIScience journals in the period 2000-2014, and obtained a good experimental result. First, we selected 10 target journals with different characteristics based on the IF value ranking and the publication volume of 10 years so that they can better represent the entire theme of ethics journals. The dataset came from the ISI Web of Science database, and was downloaded on September 9, 2017. The dataset contains 7,682 articles, which are listed in Table 1 .
Among the journals of ethics, Muzur [45] proposed that the American Journal of Bioethics is considered the first in the ''ethics'' and ''medical ethics'' categories. This is not only because the journal has a high IF value but also because high-quality articles about bioethics are usually published in this journal. Fan [46] ranked the journals of the History and Philosophy of Science category based on journal influence, and the results showed that the American Journal of Bioethics is the number-one-ranked journal.
This study extracted data from the American Journal of Bioethics (called the top journal), which cited other journals from the dataset, and made a preparation experiment to fit the function relation of the CDI.
B. EXPERIMENT
The RACB model adds a citation reputation evaluation to the journal ranking. We compare journals' theoretical CDIs with ACRs. The smaller the difference, the greater the RCR and the better the credibility. Our focus is on the definition of reasonable inter-citation behavior, that is, an author will mainly consider the relevance between the two journals and the authority of the cited journal when he/she is citing articles.
1) DATA FITTING OF CDI
To obtain the predictive function relationship between CDI, JR, and IF, this study assumed that the citation behavior of a top journal is completely reasonable. The predictive function formula is fitted according to the actual citation data of the top journal. This sub-section adopts the GA-BP hybrid algorithm to fit the predictive function of the CDI, and then we can calculate the CDI values of the target journals.
The curve-fitting function has two inputs and one output. Therefore, we set the BP neural network structure to 2-5-1, which means that the input layer has two nodes, the hidden layer has five nodes, and the output layer has one node. Thus, we have 2×5+5×1 = 15 weights and 5+1 = 6 thresholds.
We downloaded all records of the top journal (2007-2016). After calculating the JR, JA, and ACR, the 10 years of data were obtained, containing the input (JR, IF) and output (ACR). In the GA-BP algorithm, this study took the eight years of data from 2007-2014 as training data, and took the two years of data from 2015-2016 as testing data, to get the predictive function of the CDI. The errors of the curve-fitting results are shown in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 (a) , the sample in the X-axis represents the testing data, and the function output in the Y-axis represent both predicted output (fitted values) and actual output (actual values). In the four subgraphs of Fig. 2 (b) , the X-axis represents the actual output, the Y-axis represents the predicted output. The system has done the regression analysis of four kinds of data (expressed in fitting curves of different colors), and normalized all data within −1 to 1. Regression R values measure the correlation between predicted outputs and actual outputs. When the fitting effect is the best, the regression curve should coincide with the diagonal line (R = 1).
2) INTER-CITATION REPUTATION
The CDI values between the target journals can be obtained from the previous section. The next task is to measure the difference between the CDI and ACR in various journals through an improved gray relational analysis. The result (RCR value) is expressed as a value between 0 and 1.
To measure the difference between the CDI and ACR, this study made some improvements in the traditional gray relational analysis, as follows: (1) The input data was not sequences of one dimension but two groups of twodimensional sequences by vectors; we used the Euclidean distance formula to calculate the difference of sequences. (2) The traditional gray relational analysis does not consider the weights of different factors; here, we considered the influence of the factor about the years. A closer year from the present gave more weight to the result.
Other parameters in this section contained p and d, p is the resolution coefficient in formula (10) and d is the damping factor in formula (11) . To reflect the better experimental results, this study made an adaptive analysis of the p value, and compared the experimental results when p = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 respectively.
In this study, we compare the variances of the reputation values of target journals and the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient of journals' RCR values under different p values. The greater the variance values, the more significant the reputation difference. We can see from the data in Table 2 that the value of p has not changed the reputation ranking results of target journals, but will affect the significance of the reputation (the greater the p value, the smaller the variance of the reputation value of the journal). Table 3 illustrates the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient results of RCR values under the different p values, and when p is 0.3, 0.4, or 0.5, the correlation is higher. By combining the variance values, we chose p = 0.3 as the experimental data for further analysis.
After we obtained the RCR values of the journals, we conducted two rankings of the journals by using the traditional PageRank algorithm and the RACB model respectively. Yu et al. (2017) determined a Spearman's rank correlation coefficient of different damping factors. The result showed that d = 0.85 was considered the most reasonable value. Finally, we discussed the rationality of the influence of the RACB model on the journal rankings.
C. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we compare the results of various ranking methods, including the traditional PageRank algorithm, the RACB model, the IF value of 2016, the IF value of 2017, the latest five-year IF value, the CS of 2016, and the CS of 2017, and analyze the rationality of the RACB model considering the reputation evaluation. We also compare the relationship between the RCR value, the self-citation rate, and the h-index of the target journals to identify the reasonableness and effectiveness of the RCR value.
In the fundamental bibliometric methods, compared with IF, Eigenfactor score considers not only the number of citations but also the quality of citations, however, Eigenfactor score is calculated based on the reference data of the last five years, while the PageRank algorithm and the RACB model is calculated based on the reference data of the last one year. Similar to Eigenfactor score, the SJR also considers the quality of citation, but the SJR and other methods (like Eigenfactor score, IF, et al.) mainly differ in that they use the different original data sets. SJR is calculated based on Scopus database, while the other methods are calculated based on Web of Science database. The h-index is mainly used to measure high-quality papers or scholars, but difficult to measure the general low-cited papers. Therefore, the above three fundamental bibliometric methods are not appropriate for the comparison with the proposed RACB model. Table 4 and Table 5 target journals' inter-citation behavior, the ranking results of the RACB model were changed slightly compared to the traditional PageRank algorithm. Compared with the traditional PageRank algorithm, the ranking results of the RACB model are closer to those of IF of 2017. Fig. 3 shows the differences in the ranking results of each method more intuitively. To better illustrate the relationship between these methods, this study conducts a Spearman's correlation analysis for the seven ranking methods. The results are shown in Table 6 .
1) ANALYSIS OF THE JOURNAL RANKING RESULTS
We can see from the Table 6 , the correlation coefficient between the latter two is as high as 0.879. This is mainly because CS is calculated based on the reference data of the last three years. The data sets for calculating CS of 2016 and CS of 2017 are the same in two years, which leads to insignificant difference in their results. However, the RACB model proposed in this paper is calculated based on one year's journal citation data, and IF is based on two years' citation data. As for RACB model, the IF value is more comparable than CS value, therefore, in the subsequent comparative analysis, Traditional method only based on citation counts has difficulty in identifying the future trend of journals' influence, but the proposed RACB model can predict the future changes of journals' influence according to the journals' inter-citation reputation. As we can see from Table 5 , the journal entitled Developing World Bioethics ranks fourth in the traditional PageRank algorithm, ranks first in the IF value of 2016, but drops to seventh in IF value of 2017. Its ranking result is only 10th in the RACB model because its lower inter-citation reputation is identified after its citation behavior is analyzed by the RACB model. This phenomenon shows that the RACB model considering the inter-citation reputation can effectively predict the future changes of the journals' influence, therefore its ranking results are more reasonable.
From the Table 5 , we can see that the ranking results of the IF value of 2016 based on the 2016 citation data have a significant difference from the ranking results of the IF value of 2017. This is mainly owing to changes in the citation data of the target journals during the year. The 2017 journal citation data are affected by the reputation of the journals in 2016 or even earlier. For example, in 2016, if the journal A colluded with journal B which has low correlation with journal A in citation, then the citation behavior will affect the journal reputation, and will affect researchers' citation choices in the next year. There are many other factors that lead to the change of citation data in 2017, such as the journals' self-citation, the journals' inter-citation reputation and so on. When we are ranking journals based on the traditional method and taking into account one or more of these factors, the ranking results will be closer to the IF ranking of 2017. In this study, the ranking results of the RACB model which consider the journals' inter-citation reputation on the basis of the traditional PageRank algorithm, are closer to the IF value ranking of 2017. This means that the journals' reputation evaluation of inter-citation behavior is one of the factors affecting future citation data.
We will study more factors that influence the future citation data, and constantly improve our ranking methods. When we consider enough factors, the new ranking method will accurately predict the IF trend of target journals in the future.
2) ANALYSIS OF THE JOURNAL REPUTATION RESULTS
This study mainly explored the influence of the inter-citation behavior reputation on journal ranking. The results also show that the ranking of highly reputable journals will rise. To identify the different characteristics of high-and low-reputation journals, this study lists some other relevant data of target journals in Table 7 . These indicators include the total number of publications, h-index, the self-citation rate of journals, and the ratio of the total number of publications to the hindex. The total number of publication of journals is generally related to factors such as the journal review cycle and the strict degree of review. The h-index indicates the number of high-quality articles in a journal. The comparison of the hindex will be more scientific on the basis of the same number of publications. Thus, we added the ratio of the published number to the h-index for comparison purpose in Table 7 .
The reputation evaluation of journal citation behavior includes self-citation behavior and inter-citation behavior. The proposed RACB model studies the reputation problem of the journals' inter-citation behavior. The ratio of the total number to the h-index can be used to approximately measure the quality of the journals. Although the calculation of the h-index is based on the citation data between journals, the citation behavior of high-quality articles is more credible than that of general articles.
We can see in Table 7 that the two target journals, Hastings Center Report and Health Care Analysis, have relatively low self-citation rates (4.6070% and 4.8157%). The experimental results of the proposed RACB model show a clear difference between their RCR values (0.9129 and 0.6263). In general, the citation behavior of Health Care Analysis is more reputable than that of the Hastings Center Report. The ratio of the total published number to the h-index also confirms this conclusion. The ratio of theHastin Center Report is 46.0769, the value is far greater than the ratio of reputable journal (the Health Care Analysis is 15.2778). This phenomenon indicates that the reputation of the journal's citation behavior affects the author's choice of where to submit his or her manuscript, especially for an author who usually writes high-quality articles.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Scholars study the authoritative ranking of journals or papers, generally based on the cited times. However, a single index not only makes the measurement inaccurate but also produces false information easily. Thomson Reuters proposed the concept of self-citation distortion, and investigated and studied journals with high self-citation and data anomalies, giving warnings to journals with serious self-citation or coupling-citation and even excluding them from the SCI (or SSCI).
This study proposed a new method for journal rankings named the RACB model. The method considers journals' reputation evaluations of inter-citation behavior based on the PageRank algorithm. Most journal ranking methods are based on citation data, but if there is a phenomenon similar to ''collusion citation'' when an author cites the articles, the results of these ranking methods will have a larger error than the real ranking of journals. This study analyzed and compared the ranking results of the PageRank algorithm and the RACB model, which were based on citation data from 2016. Moreover, this study found that the ranking result of the RACB model considering inter-citation reputation evaluations has a stronger correlation to the IF ranking of 2017. This also means the journals' reputation of inter-citation will affect the author's citation choice, and the ranking method that considers the reputation evaluation can get more reasonable ranking results.
The proposed RACB model can be used to evaluate a journal's reputation and also evaluate the author's reputation, even in an article. The expectation of this study is that the reputation evaluation of inter-citation behavior can be used as commonly as citations in bibliometric in the future. The inter-citation data will be more authentic and reliable if this can be achieved.
However, the study has some limitations. It is not perfect for calculating the JR value between journals with the RACB model, which is difficult to use in large-scale journal rankings. The accuracy of the fitting formula of the CDI has a significant correlation with the journal category, i.e., the more frequent the interdisciplinary studies are, the lower the accuracy of the CDI in this field. Moreover, the RACB model does not consider the factor of self-citation. All work in this study is based on inter-citation of the journals only. Our future work will combine the inter-citation and the self-citation of journals in the ranking model. Considering that the proposed model is more complicated and requires more computational cost than the traditional journal ranking methods, we will need to improve it to make it both effective and simple in the future. In the future, the possibility of the integration among the linear mixed model, eigenvector scoring algorithm and the proposed RACB model can be explored so that the journals' reputation can be formulated more comprehensively. In addition, the partial correlation analysis using possible confounders (prestige, open-access option, etc.) can also be considered for the possible integration with the present journals' inter-citation behavior so that the journals' reputation can be modeled more flexibly.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
The data used in this paper have been uploaded to Figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7653818.v1). The raw data are divided into two parts: one is the ten year citation data of the top journal (D1.rar), and the other is the citation data of the ten selected journals (D2.rar). These raw data are downloaded from Web of Science. The remaining data include the matrix after the word frequency extraction of top journal (D3.rar), the preprocessing results of top journal data (D4.xlsx), the matrix after the word frequency extraction of ten journals (D5. rar), the JR and IF of ten journals (D6.xlsx), the ACR values of ten journals (D7.xlsx), the CDI and ACR of ten journals (D8.xlsx), RCR values under different p values (D9.xlsx), the inter-citation data of ten journals (D10.xlsx), and the ranking results of various ranking methods (D11.xlsx).
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